PRINCIPAL’S MESSAGE

The Athletics Carnival was held this week and what a great day it was, with fantastic participation from students in all years. It was a thoroughly enjoyable day for both staff and students. A new format for the carnival saw increased student participation as they moved around each event in age groups. All students were able to accumulate points for their house as well as their personal School Cup points, and students in Years 7 to 10 were able to demonstrate skills for their PDHPE class assessment. Students in Years 7 to 10 have now completed their examinations and Year 11 students should be in full preparation for their mid-course examinations which begin next week. The Library will be doing a stocktake next week so please return any resources as soon as possible. Congratulations to all students who have represented the school this term. So far there have been many sporting, academic and cultural events as well as educational excursions. The feedback from teachers and community members has praised students for their positive behaviour and the excellent manner in which they have conducted themselves. Everyone should be proud of their efforts. The next four weeks are also busy with reports, seminars, Dance Festival and much, much more happening both on and off site. I look forward to these events and celebrating the great achievements of our students.
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One hundred and thirty students from both Years 7 and 8 and 93 from Years 9 and 10 were treated to an exciting and informative visit by Questacon Science Circus. This program enables science graduates to bring lively presentations to towns and schools across regional Australia while the graduates study for a Master of Science Communication Outreach. Students were fascinated by the science experiments and thoroughly enjoyed the experience.

Mrs Koch
On Monday May 26, fifty students from the seven primary schools in the Camden Haven gathered at CHHS for the start of the second Annual Rotary Robotics Competition. This day is an introduction to the standard platform for the event - the NXT 2.0.

The students begin by constructing their robot. With the aid of a mentor from the CHHS robotics team, the robot is usually built in an hour. Next the teams are introduced to the challenges. There are three sections to the competition.

The first is the board, where robots need to complete four activities which test the machines’ mobility and dexterity. These challenges develop the teams’ programming and design skills.

The second challenge is a drag race over seven metres. Time penalties apply. Speed and direction are the focus.

The last element is a presentation to judges. On the first day students practise presentation skills by each team researching and writing a speech on ‘The Ethics of Robotics - Should we have robots?’

Most of the students on the day were engaged and challenged, as well as having fun. The teams take a robot back to their school and have four weeks to continue work before returning to CHHS for the competition day.
On Tuesday 27 May, Miss Cutler’s Year 8 Ag Technology class went on a farm excursion to experience some ‘hands on’ farm work. The class visited two local properties, one being a beef operation, “Lorne Park”, the other Kerewong Arab horse stud. Students were given the opportunity to work with cattle, handling them in the yard then weighing and determining the body condition. As well as constructing an electric fence, students completed a farm challenge in teams, loading a fragile farm load in a wheelbarrow and completing an obstacle course!

After a barbecue lunch students travelled to Mr Kelly’s horse stud, where they learnt about horses before developing basic handling skills. The students had an excellent day developing their skills and confidence, and were excellent participants. A big thank you to Mrs & Mr Neville at Lorne Park, and Mr Kelly for giving up their time and allowing the students to visit their properties, also to Mr D for all his help on the day!

Ms Cutler
The Year 11 Marine Studies students are involved in a very important project with Camden Haven Community College and The Pilot Station, Dunbogan. The students are undertaking three different research projects:

1. Collecting data for the National Marine Debris Survey (CSIRO and Earthwatch)
2. Assessing the species diversity of Washhouse Beach Rock Platform and comparing it to the surveys conducted by Year 12 Biology Students and myself from Camden Haven High School in 2007
3. Eliminating noxious weeds from the areas around the Pilot Station

Marine Debris includes all the items made by humans that eventually end up in the oceans such as fishing nets, plastic bottles, plastic bags, cigarette butts etc. that are causing havoc to marine wildlife. So far over 270 species have been found to be affected by marine debris; from the tiny microscopic plankton to the top predators in our oceans. It is also estimated the 3.5 million pieces of plastic end up in our oceans daily!

Many species have been found to ingest (eat) the plastics and others get trapped and tangled in the huge ghost nets that roam around our oceans. It has been estimated that there are 6.4 million tonnes of fishing gear roaming around in the oceans trapping anything in its wake (turtles, dolphins, whales, sharks etc.).

So far the students have collected information about the debris being washed up or left behind on Pilot Beach and Washhouse beach, Dunbogan. Most appears to have been left by people visiting the beach, although some small pieces of plastic have been washed in from the ocean. All the data collected is currently being analysed by Marine Scientists at CSIRO.

The rock platform is looking very healthy and so far the surveys that have been conducted suggest that species diversity is high and in comparison with that found in 2007 - which is fantastic news.

Students involved with the project are: Alex Elliott, Jayden Haswell, Sebastian Litchfield, Lachlan Price, Crystal Reid, Daly Simon, James Weller and Troy Wilkinson.

Mrs Geronimi
In Week 3, the Cattle Team travelled to Wingham to participate in Wingham Beef Week. The students had the opportunity to prepare and enter their steers for competition, enter the parading competition as well as meat competitions at the Wingham Abattoirs. It was a fantastic opportunity for students to develop their knowledge and understanding of the beef industry and the production of meat.

Students were given the opportunity to tour the abattoirs. It was also a great opportunity for the students to interact and mingle with other students from a range of different schools. The students represented the school with pride, and worked well together during the week.

Ms Cutler
PUBLIC SPEAKERS

On Tuesday 27 May five students from our school attended a public speaking competition. Erica Johnson, Daisy Skerritt, Max Wilson, Arora Attenborough and Ainsley Johnson participated in the Quota Helping Hand program. This program is an excellent way for students to develop their public speaking skills and at the same time help disadvantaged people living in under-developed countries.

Each student chose one charity which Quota supports overseas and gave a four minute speech to a panel of judges and audience. 1st prize - $150, 2nd prize - $100 and 3rd prize is $50. This money goes directly to the charity they spoke about. This money would be worth thousands to people in these under-developed countries. “It is rewarding knowing you helped so many people with your prize money” Max said.

This competition occurred outside school hours so congratulations to these students who took time out of their personal lives to compete.

WATERWISE STUDENTS

This year students at Camden Haven High School participated in a poster competition where they designed a PowerPoint presentation or a poster displaying 50 ways to save water. For over ten years the school has worked with Port Macquarie Hastings Council to educate and encourage students to use water as a resource. The Waterwise message is clearly being supported at the High School as students are much more respectful of the reasons to preserve water than they were a generation ago.

The three top poster winners for 2014 were awarded gift vouchers. Sharni-Lee Pollard received $50, Annelise Knaack won herself $30 and Isabella Thompson was awarded $20.

Another twenty students have been invited to attend a Waterwise excursion to be held early Term 3. Students will have a first-hand look at the infrastructure that takes water to our homes, schools and businesses. This excursion is being funded by the school and supported by the Port Macquarie Hastings Council.
Recently we had an official opening for a newly developed area in our school. This area provides an informal space for students who require a range of learning support. All of these students attend regular classes but also benefit from complementary programs to further develop their learning.

We affectionately call it The Oasis as it’s a meeting place for small groups of students, teachers and school learning support officers to work on their learning goals.

Special thanks to Mr Bradney who assisted enormously in making it happen. Thanks also to Mr Newell for the beautiful sign hanging in the area. As always thanks to our committed staff who enthusiastically came up with suggestions and ideas for the improvements. Last but not least, thanks Mrs Hutchinson who always listens to suggestions and improvements that support learning.
SHOW JUMPING CHAMPION - COURTNEY HANLON

Just after I started high school I started show jumping on a pony named Charlie. One of the first competitions I competed in was a Pony Club event entitled High ‘N’ Mighty. Charlie and I won and were named E Grade Under 17 Champion and I was ecstatic! During the presentation I had my eye on a massive trophy. It was huge! After that weekend my goal was to work my way up through the grades eventually making it to a grade where I could compete for that trophy.

I was offered to swap horses and leased Chloe Baker’s horse, Shylo. I remember watching her compete at state the same year I won the ‘E’ Grade Championship. Watching Chloe compete was such an inspiration to me.

Once I started to ride Shylo, I started to learn more and more and I started to improve my skills. Shylo and I have had our moments, where we both disagreed with each other, when we were both in bad moods. But with each new day, we pushed past that and worked harder to keep fit, keep a stable connection and relationship and most of all keep enjoying ourselves.

On 10 and 11 May, Shylo and I had competed in the High ‘N’ Mighty for the third time - this year in the associate group (17 and Under 25). Having only just turned 17 this was a little nerve racking for me but I thought I’d do my best and give it a go.

During the weekend, after one of the classes, I knew I had to place highly (basically first for the next two events) to be eligible to become champion. This meant that I couldn’t have any refusals or knock any poles and I had to go at a good pace, not too fast and not too slow. In the last two classes of the weekend I placed first. I knew I’d be in the winner’s circle but I didn’t know who had won as it was very close in the total point scores. When they announced me as the Champion ‘B’ Grade Associate, I was over the moon!

And I had finally won that trophy I’d had my eye on since I first started show jumping. I was thrilled! I also found out I was eligible for state show jumping. So in two months’ time I will be travelling to Condobolin to compete in the 2014 State Show Jumping competition. I definitely could not have done this without the support of my parents or without Chloe Baker’s horse. I would like to thank them all immensely!
Year 10 Food Technology recently completed their practical assessment task in class. They were asked to create a menu suitable for a Year 10 formal, and prepare and serve one menu item in class. It was a fantastic opportunity for the students to choose a dish they would like to cook, and demonstrate their developing skills and techniques. All students worked very hard and presented very high quality dishes! Well done to all students. You should be very proud of your efforts.

Ms Cutler
On 20 and 21 May teachers travelled to Broadmeadow and Toronto to meet with and provide tutoring to DE students. This was yet again another extremely successful visit with numbers increasing in both centres.

Students worked on title pages, and assessment items with teachers, and also problem solved issues with regards to creating google drive accounts and folders.

All students responded in a positive manner and have committed to attending future visits. These centres will operate again on 10 and 11 June 2014.

Please feel free to contact the school if you would like more information.

Ms Navan and Mr Boyle
NEWS FROM DISTANCE EDUCATION

The momentum generated by our highly successful camp continues to be felt by our staff and DE students. We have received some very positive comments from parents and plans are already underway for next year.

Wonderful reports are coming back from our network of Support Centres and I have heard that this week’s visit to the Taree Centre was outstanding. Students enjoyed the hands on activities almost as much as the cookies!

The Support Centres continue to play a vital role as NAPLAN venues and we look forward to the diagnostic feedback that this national program provides. Staff continue to actively support our students with Field Visits, travelling every corner of our region.

Term 2 is a good time to take stock of how well your student is progressing. Examinations are being completed and reports will soon be written. Supervisors are urged to search out those almost finished Title Pages and to encourage students to get them completed and returned.

If you are uncertain where your student is up to with their work, a quick phone call to their teacher should put them on the right track!

Wishing you every success for the weeks ahead,

Mr Canterbury
Deputy Principal (Relieving)

Jessica Andrews a year 9 art student has painted her dogs kennel at Urunga.

CHHS support centre May 2014 with Ms Mackay, Ela Cooper and a NORTEC support case worker.
REMINDER - DROPPING OFF AND COLLECTING STUDENTS

Please note that the following information applies to Valley View Road adjacent to Camden Haven High School and council rangers have been active and will continue to regularly monitor that these rules are adhered to both mornings and afternoons.

No Stopping areas mean that you may not stop your vehicle for any reason. This one is pretty much ‘don’t do it’, or ‘think carefully before you stop’. If you stop in a ‘No Stopping’ zone that is in an operating school zone the fine is $243 and two demerit points.

No Parking signs mean you may not stop for longer than two minutes and you can only drop off or pick up passengers or goods (that is you must remain within three metres of your vehicle). Think of this area as the ‘drop-off’ or ‘keep it moving’ zone, where you essentially have to keep the car moving. Disobeying a No Parking sign in a school zone will incur a $143 fine and loss of two demerit points.

Double parking in a school zone will result in a $258 fine and loss of two demerit points.

Remember, if a sign is anywhere on a street block, it applies to the entire street unless the sign has arrows identifying a specific area. Please note that all of Valley View Road is classified as a school zone between 8.00 am – 9.30 am and 2.30 pm – 4.00 pm.

Please also remember that parents should not enter the school grounds through the gates to drop off or pick up students between the hours of 8.15 – 9.15 am and 3.15 – 4.15 pm.

SICK STUDENTS

It is school policy, to arrange, wherever possible, for sick or injured students to be collected by their parents and taken home. Parents, who work fulltime but can arrange alternative care for their student, please complete the emergency contact section of the enrolment form.

Students who are sick should obtain a note from their teacher and report to the office. Office staff will contact a parent/caregiver. Please discourage students from phoning a parent/caregiver and we would ask that you discuss this with your child so that inconvenience can be kept to a minimum.

EARLY LEAVERS

Students wishing to leave early place a permission note into the box outside Mr Stewarts’s office detailing the reason for leave. Mr Stewart will issue an early leave pass (to leave class) which can be collected from the front office at recess. At the time of leaving, students come to the front office, sign out and collect a sign out slip. Those granted authorized leave will be issued with a leave pass.
ACCESSING STUDENT INFORMATION

Do you want to see who teaches your son or daughter? Do you want to know how many positive points they have received this year? Do you want to access their reports? You can now do this via the student database, Millennium. If you have an active email address on file you will have received an email early last week providing you with a website, user name and password. This will get you into the student / parent portal of Millennium and allow you access to the following student information:

- Class names
- Timetable
- Markbook (where available)
- Previous reports
- Register (positive – and negative – points) and
- Attendance

If you require another copy of your specific login details, or you want to know more about how to use Millennium please do not hesitate to contact Ms Westman or Mr Dick, at the school on 6556 8100.

NATIONAL CONSISTENT COLLECTION OF DATA (NCCD)

The Australian Government and all state and territory governments have agreed to work towards the full implementation of a nationally consistent collection of data on school students with disability by 2015. Collecting this data will help schools and education systems to implement Australian education ministers’ Melbourne Declaration (2008) to work towards two important educational goals for young Australians, that:

- Australian schooling promotes equity and excellence; and
- All young Australians become:
  - successful learners;
  - confident and creative individuals; and
  - active and informed citizens.

Many schools are participating in the data collection in 2014, including Camden Haven High School. From 2015, all schools will participate in the data collection annually.

The new data collection will record students who have been identified by a school team as meeting the definition of disability under the Disability Discrimination Act 1992 and who are provided with an adjustment. An adjustment is a measure or action taken to help a student with a disability participate in education on the same basis as other students. Adjustments can be across the whole school setting (ramps/lifts), in the classroom (seating arrangements) or at an individual level (additional tuition for a student with a learning difficulty).

The school must have evidence that support has been provided for at least ten weeks and there is documented evidence based on observation, information from consultation with parents/carers, diagnostic and other data and judgements made by teachers and appropriate school staff. This evidence supports the school team to determine the levels of adjustment provided, both within and outside the classroom to assist the students’ learning programs and to access the school’s facilities.

Letters will be sent, in the coming weeks, to the parent/carers of all students who have been identified as meeting the definition of disability under the Disability Discrimination Act 1992. The letters will provide the opportunity for parents/carers to decide whether you want your child’s information included in the national reporting or not. The letter includes an opt out slip to fill in and return to the school if this is the case.
**Milo Monday**

Milo Monday is here! The SRC will be selling hot Milos at recess at the canteen every Monday for the rest of the term. You will get hot milk Milo with a marshmallow for $1. Come along and support your SRC. All money made goes back to the students of CHHS.

**Out of Uniform Day**

NAIDOC celebrations will be held on the last Wednesday of this term. There will be a BBQ, performers and activities from recess to sport time. More details will be provided closer to the time. This is a joint initiative of the Junior AECG and SRC.

**Bikes for Life**

Camden Haven High School yr8 are asking for the community to donate old Bikes so that we can fix them up and send them to countries in need. Where people can use them for work and fun.

Organisation: Bikes4Life.

Contact: Mr Casimir on 65568249 or john.casimir@

**Hatch Big Band**

Don’t miss the

Hatch Big Band

(combined Camden Haven HS, Port Macquarie HS, Westport HS and North Haven PS students)

Playing in the Big Band Bash

In Port Macquarie this weekend.

Check the Port Macquarie news for details.
WANT TO HOLIDAY IN THE USA?

The G’DAY USA Program is a short term Cultural Exchange which offers high school students and staff the opportunity to travel, as a group, to the USA during the Christmas school holidays. Camden Haven High School is an active participant in the program and once again is offering the opportunity in the January 2016 school holidays to students 14 years and over.

Educational World Travel has been offering the “G’DAY USA Program” to high school students since 1988. Since that time they have become one of the largest exchange organisations operating in Australia. Living with an American family provides our students with a greater awareness of the differences between our cultures. Additionally, of particular importance is the educational benefit gained from attending School classes with the host students and becoming involved in class activities on a first hand basis.

The program is invaluable in providing students with a greater sense of responsibility, self-reliance and self-esteem. Travellers return with an increased awareness of the importance of working cohesively in a team environment.

A typical cultural exchange of 20 days includes the following:

- Travel/medical Insurance.
- Return economy airfares.
- 10 days living with an American host family
- 7 nights hotel accommodation – quad share.
- Continental breakfasts daily whilst at hotels.
- All bus transfers in the USA as per the Itinerary.
- Entry fees to Disneyland, Knott’s Berry Farm and Universal Studios.
- Sightseeing day tour of San Diego and San Francisco (includes coach).
- Four days’ sightseeing during hosting period. Specific inclusions to be advised once the host city is allocated.

If you have any questions about this opportunity for your son or daughter please don’t hesitate to contact Miss Middlebrook or Ms Clayton to register your interest. A parent information night has been scheduled for Tuesday 3 June.
A number of Year 12 students from Camden Haven High School attended the Mid North Coast Careers Market on the 27th May 2014. There were a number of stalls that students visited that gave insight and information about how to access traineeships, apprenticeships, to study further at TAFE or university level and information about industries in the local area.

Students actively engaged in the day’s activities and sought information required to further support their future. Many students spoke positively about their interactions and enjoyed learning about the support networks they can access in the local community. Some students took part in interactive activities, to do with automotive, construction, makeup artistry and engineering.

A day enjoyed by all. Thank you to Mr Dickenson for his organisation.

There were quite a few interesting items in my snail-mail box this week.

- North Coast Institute of TAFE Sports Trainer-Winter School, Surf Life Saving Cert II in Public Safety, Property Services for those interested in the Real Estate sector and Volunteering 2 BOS units for current volunteers.
- Au Pair in the USA ‘Cultural Exchange’.
- Discover Engineering information evening Monday 23rd June St Columba Anglican School Port Macquarie from 5.30 pm.
- National Art School short courses brochure is also worth a look.
- UNSW Health Careers Kit.
EVENTS

For our Year 12’s, Wednesday 16 July will be an important opportunity to visit University of Newcastle (Callaghan Campus). As this is on the second school day of Term 3. I hope to have all the arrangements finalized prior to the end of Term 2. That includes return of permission notes payments etc.

As part of a program of having most up to date information to give students our local Careers Advisers’ Association has an annual industry visit. From 13 - 16 May the CAs visited Goulburn NSW Police Academy, ADFA/University of NSW, Canberra Institute with several interesting faculties including forensic sciences, fashion and design, the University of Canberra, Australian Catholic University, ANU and The Australian Federal Police Academy.
NORTH COAST CHS STATE HOCKEY CHAMPIONS

This past week Blake Hudson, Year 11, has spent the week playing Hockey in the NSW Combined High Schools State Championships, and yesterday his team were crowned Champions. Blake has been playing hockey for only the past couple of years, but he has certainly come a long way since he started. He now trains four times a week and thoroughly enjoys the sport.

On Monday 25 May he travelled to Wollongong, to be at a 3 o’clock training session with the North Coast School Boys Hockey Team. The team then played over the next three days, beating Hunter Region 3 – 2 in the semi-final during the last 30 seconds of the game to progress to the finals where they beat the Western Region 4-1. Blake scored goals in both the semi and the finals, proving himself an invaluable team player. He, and his official driver, his mum, travelled back to Kendall straight after the final so Blake could represent the school today (Friday 30 May) in the Open Boys Tennis Team, playing in Kempsey against Coffs Harbour. We wish the team good luck!

Blake has also been selected in the NSW U/16 All Schools Hockey Talent squad, as one of the top 36 boys in NSW, to attend a training camp in Sydney in June.

The staff and students at CHHS are very proud of Blake’s sporting achievements and wish him good luck in his future sporting endeavours. A special thank you goes to his family for their ongoing support in getting him to and from all his sporting fixtures.
On Friday 23 May Camden Haven High School played Westfield Sports High School in the Combined High Schools Open Basketball. Making it to this game places CHHS in the top 16 teams in the state. The boys have played very well this season and are probably ranked in the top ten in the state.

They lost the game to Westfield but were very competitive against the team that will probably be the State Champions. Our boys all played well together but their shooting percentage was down and the boys from Sydney rarely missed. The boys have worked very hard to get this far and should be commended for their efforts. Well done!

Mr Hughes

U13 AND U15 RUGBY LEAGUE

Mr Terret and I took the U13’s and U15’s rugby league teams to Port Macquarie late last week. The under 13s were again successful, winning all four games and progressing to the North Coast Final. This makes it two carnivals in a row that they have gone through undefeated!

Unfortunately the under 15s boys lost their games but certainly made a strong account of themselves given their limited training. A huge thanks to Mr Terret who took over as their coach only two days before we had to play.

Mr Terret and I were both appreciative of just how well the boys behaved. The boys are to be congratulated on their efforts and the way they represented their school both on and off the field. Good work!

Mr McVicar
ZONE CROSS COUNTRY

On Friday 16 May, thirty-six CHHS students arrived at the Kemspey Racecourse for the Zone Cross Country. Some travelled on the mini bus and had a wonderful time bonding and creating a great team environment for the day. Upon arrival, they checked out the new course details, as well as caught up with friends from other schools. Our runners displayed great maturity and commitment, making the three teachers with them very proud.

There were a number of athletes who qualified through to the next round on the back of solid performances. This will enable them to compete at the regional carnival at the same venue on Friday 6 June against runners from three other regions.

These included:
Cooper Drewitt, Caleb Moss and Leeroy Facey – who won the 12 years boys teams event, with Jordan Grieve first reserve.
Charlie Murray - was the 13 years champion, Tarn Duck and Molly Gamblin.
Tom Lewis- was the 14 years champion, Grant Gardener and Griffen Ferguson – won the 14 years boys team event and Riley Thomson with Carly Tayor first reserve.
Jacob Wilkie, Aaron Johnson and Joshua Godwin in the 15 years boys and Molly Fraser, with Jasmine Van Wyk first reserve,
Eve Wallace and Sherena Buttsworth in the 16 years girls, Tristan Bonney in the 17 years boys, Louisa Bailey in the 17 years girls and Ben Turner, the Open Boys Champion.

It was a wonderful day for CHHS and those who proved to ‘Aim for the Highest’ in this discipline. A HUGE thank you to Ms Hetherington and Ms Bawden for helping out on the day as well as the wonderful parents who took the time to support our students at the carnival.

SENIOR BOYS SOCCER

Our senior boy’s soccer team once again had a very successful year. Most of this team have played together for a number of years now with seven players being selected in the zone representative team. This team defeated Wauchope High, Port High and Melville High school to progress to the regional finals against Coffs Harbour High School. This final was played on Tuesday and despite the dominance of this team and the many scoring opportunities that they created, they unfortunately lost in golden goal extra time 1-0.

The boys have every right to be proud of their progression to these final stages of the State wide football competition. This area has always provided excellent young players and Camden Haven High School has been at the forefront for a number of years now.

Our school will lose the services and skills of many of its senior players that have provided the backbone of this team for many years now. These include such players as Mitch Williams, Nathan Storer, Ryan Smith, Ari Vanderent, Aiden Shaw and the indomitable machine Lachlan Moffat. All will be sorely missed next year, yet the young talent that was also on display will help forge a new competitive team for 2015. Special mention must also go to Lachlan Moffat, Mitch Williams and Ryan Smith who were selected to play at the recent State Schoolboys Football championships. This is a rare honour indeed.

Thanks to all the players for their efforts this year, especially those that are leaving us and we wish you all the best in the years to come.
Once again the students at CHHS have excelled in the Zone Futsal Championships held at the Port Macquarie Indoor Stadium. The number of students playing futsal at our school has remained high with CHHS fielding ten teams (approximately 100 students). This high level of engagement has led to increased skill development, effective teamwork and an interest in pursuing this exciting sport in the local community. All of our teams enthusiastically train every recess and lunch which has led to our success in this sport.

This year we have a higher percentage of girls involved which bodes well for the future of this sport. Our open girls, boys and under 15 boys were undefeated Zone Champions. These three teams have been playing together for some years now and their skill and teamwork were evident throughout these championships. Our 13 boys and 13 girl’s teams were placed second on points despite not losing a game in their age groups. The 14 boys and girls were also placed second after narrowly losing their final 4-3.

Once again our 16 boys’ team distinguished themselves. Despite being undefeated in the pool rounds they unfortunately lost the final in the last 30 seconds. This team had many scoring opportunities and will not begin their next final so slowly.

Overall, the success of all our teams has been rewarded by their progression through to the regional finals to be played at Coffs Harbour and at Port Indoor stadium. I am very proud of the determination, team spirit and sportsmanship of all our teams and I hope they all perform well in this next round against some very skilful opposition. I would also like to thank all the parents who helped with the transport of these teams to the zone championships and for encouraging their children to be active and engaged.
COMMUNITY NEWS

If you have a community announcement and would like to add it to our newsletter. Please email the details to the address below.
camdenhave-h.school@det.nsw.edu.au